Course Title: Adobe Edge Animate

Course Description:
Creation of interactive and animated web content usable on all mobile devices.

Course Prerequisite(s):
Familiarity working with computer (Microsoft Windows or Mac OSX); familiarity with Dreamweaver, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript is a plus.

Course Objectives:
Demonstrate creation of animation and interactivity for web sites.

Next Class Possibilities:
Adobe Muse.

Textbook(s):
Classroom In A Book: Adobe Edge Animate
Adobe Press; 978-0321842602

Lesson Plan – by week or session
Session 1: Introduction
    Getting Started
    Creating Graphics and Importing Art
Session 2: Designing Animation
Session 3: Refining Animation and Adding Complexity
Session 4: Adding Basic Interactivity
Session 5: Embedding Media and Advanced Interactivity
Session 6: Publishing and Responsive Design